Temporary Road Closures
George Street, Richmond

(Reference 18/247)

1. The Council of the London Borough of Richmond upon Thames HEREBY GIVES NOTICE that to facilitate street lighting works; they will introduce a temporary prohibition of traffic in George Street, Richmond.

2. Whilst the works take place, no person may permit a vehicle to proceed in George Street between its junctions with King Street and Duke Street;

3. The restrictions will come into effect on 20 November 2018. The restrictions will be in force between 9pm on 20 November 2018 and 5am on 21 November 2018 the provisions of this Notice, made under S14 (2) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 shall remain in force for a period of 5 days, or until the works are completed, whichever is the sooner.

4. An alternative route for vehicles affected by the closure of George Street will be available via King Street, The Green, Pembroke Villas, Portland Terrace, Little Green, Parkshot, Clarence Street, Kew Road, and The Quadrant. An alternative route for vehicles affected by the closure of Duke Street will be available via Little Green, Parkshot, Clarence Street, Kew Road, A316 Richmond Circus, Kew Road, and The Quadrant.

5. The prohibitions apply only during such time and to such extent as indicated by prescribed traffic signs.

Nick O'Donnell
Assistant Director – Traffic and Engineering
Civic Centre, 44 York St, Twickenham, TW1 3BZ

Dated 19 November 2018